
Are you all recovered from wrapping up Q1? I know I'm sure not, but I wouldn't trade my
first quarter of full-time business for anything!
 
Not to mention, it's just a wonderful time of year. Tractors are all fired up, pastures are
looking a bit greener and those annual calving/foaling/kidding season photos dot my
timeline.
 
Feeling a bit more chipper in this warm weather, I'm ready to crush Q2 and hope to help
all my clients do the same!

I an estatic to annouce that March ended as the Herdbook's most successful month yet
in the freelance biz!
 
This is only possible thanks to the many amazing clients in my little "herd" and, fortunately,
there's still plenty of room in the pasture for anyone else in need of agribusiness
communication and journalism services.
 
Just shoot me an email and I'd be happy to hop on a call to discuss opportunities! 

mailto:jaclyn@the-herdbook.com


In need of a great new topic to impress your readers or customers? Browse through this
month's original pitches! A lot of hot topics have come across my desk this week so this is
just a brief bullet point list of some highlights for your viewing.
 
If you like what you see, please shoot me an email and I'll be happy to dicuss. Feel free to
pass these along to any of your friends in the editorial world!

Carbon Robotics released a laser "weeding robot" 
Soil health always a winner for increased income and

cutting costs according to Cargill and Soil Health Institute
study

The used machinery market is smoking hot
Re Envision Ag may have new planter solution to

increase yields in we fields
Freight Farms, a pioneer in container farming, releases

its 10th generation, Greenery S
Driscoll's hoping to use new technology to compensate

growers by measuring berry sweetness.
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Offering spring referal discounts to all my
clients through May!
 
It's simple - refer a new client and get 20%
OFF your next invoice with me!
 
Want to make it even easier?
 
Refer a friend to subscribe to this
newsletter and take 10% OFF your next
invoice!



Tip 1 - Make Relevant Shifts
We know what it is to adapt to a changing world. But in the ag space, we are pressed in a
very unqiue industry where we want those shifts to matter to our specific audience and
customers. This article from Farm Market ID has some great ideas in this regard.
 
Tip 2 - Seek Success of Self
Continue to look for ways to grow your business and yourself - they're closer connected
than you might think! You may still get in a personal rut or maybe not hit that new goal the
first time, but these challenges all serve to help build perseverance. And that, in turn, will
help you recover from bigger hurdles down the road all the faster.
 
Tip 3 - Mentorship Matters
We can all relate to using someone’s experience to avoid the simple mistakes. You’ll still
have mistakes of your own to learn from, but having someone that’s “been there and done
that” can help potentially take a greater step. And, for someone else, you might be one of
those figures who does just that. (Another reason why I love internships!)

Making it in the
Jersey market—Jer-Z-
Boyz Ranch

How and why Jordan

Lambert is using her

Bio and conventional

pesticides—room for
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Featured in Progressive
Dairy
"With lots of prayers and
strategizing, the de Graaf
family took a leap of faith
in 1995.
In an ambitious move,
they transitioned their
entire herd of Holsteins
over to Jerseys in an
attempt to provide
additional high-
component milk as the
Hilmar Cheese company
expanded their plant
capacity.
And today that decision
has made up for itself
many times over with
their nearly 5,000-head
lactating cow herd and
7,000-head youngstock
Jersey operation. They
also have a 1,000-head
feedlot business of full-
blooded and dairy-beef
crosses to boot – all of
which makes up Jer-Z-
Boyz Ranch based out of
Pixley, California.
Not only has their herd
earned laurels for milk
production and
reproductive efficiency;
they also have an
impressive genetic
showcase that attracts
buyers from all over the
world.
In addition to having
nearly a dozen young
bulls in A.I. service with
more to come, they also
have an on-farm embryo
transfer program."
 

Harvard education to

help dairy farmers

Featured in The Daily
Churn
"Her early experiences
using DairyComp to input
herd information on Kraft
Family Dairies sparked a
lifelong love of using data
to strategically problem
solve.
Now, at 33, Lambert is
vice president of
business development
at Valley Ag Software
(VAS) – the same
company that designed
the software she used as
a child – where she is
responsible for
connecting industry
colleagues to customers
and improving tools for
on-farm data analysis.
Lambert says providing
tools for dairies to
increase profit —
helping dairy cows and
farmers live their best life
— is the mission that
gets her out of bed each
morning.
'There’s something
sacred about herding
cows with other people,'
she tells the Daily Churn.
'It’s something just
wonderful.'"

both in the

mainstream? 

Featured on AGDAILY
"As with so much else in
nature, crop pests —
including insects, fungi,
and diseases — are not
static. They are ever-
changing and evolving,
forcing agriculturalists to
come up with new ways
to combat and respond to
them.
One of the beautiful
things about modern-day
agriculture is the many
ways farmers can
diversify their arsenals to
better combat these
pests to best fit the needs
and situation of their
particular farm. Among
these tools are biological
pesticides (or
biopesticides).
This category
encompasses many
individual products — in
fact, the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency had nearly 300
approved active
ingredients for
biopesticides and over
1,401 biopesticide
products registered as of
2016."
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